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this is a digital representation of the quilt top, fabric may vary.
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KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

A 31835S-Linen 
White 2 1/8

(10) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (120) 3 ½” squares for 
block assembly. 

(23) 1 ½” x WOF strips. Set aside for sashing assembly.

B 52550-1
Ivory 7/8 (19) 1 ½” x WOF strips. Set aside for sashing assembly.

C 52546-3
Black 3/8 (3) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (25) 3 ½” squares for 

block assembly.

D 52546-4
Grey 3/8 (3) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (25) 3 ½” squares for 

block assembly.

E 52546-X
Multi 3/8 (3) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (25) 3 ½” squares for 

block assembly.

F 52547-4
Grey 3/8 (3) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (25) 3 ½” squares for 

block assembly.

G 52548-3
Black 3/8 (3) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (25) 3 ½” squares for 

block assembly.

H 52550-4
Grey 3/8 (3) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (25) 3 ½” squares for 

block assembly.

I 52549-3
Black 1/4 (2) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (20) 3 ½’’ squares for 

cornerstones.

J
52549-11
Periwinkle
binding

5/8 for binding:
(7) 2 ¼” x WOF strips for binding. 

Backing 3 3/4 Batting 65” x 77”

Project Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good faith, 
however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when  
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as  
possible. We suggest you check windhamfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.  
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.

wof=width of fabric
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1. Create 9-Patch Blocks using (5) 3 ½” matching print fabric squares from Fabrics C – H and (4) 3 ½” Fabric A 
squares. Sew the 3 ½” squares together into rows, then sew the rows together to complete the 9-Patch Block. 
Arrows used in the diagram indicate pressing instructions. 

MAKE THE 9-PATCH BLOCKS

9 1/2”

9 1/2”

2. Use the 9-patch block instructions and diagrams above to create (5) blocks each from Fabrics C – H with 
Fabric A as the background fabric, as shown in the diagrams below. 

Fabrics A & C Fabrics A & D Fabrics A & E Fabrics A & F Fabrics A & G Fabrics A & H

Create (5) Create (5) Create (5) Create (5) Create (5) Create (5)

3. Ensure each 9-Patch Block measures 9 ½” x 9 ½” unfinished. There should be a total of (30) blocks, from (6) 
colorways. 

SASHING ASSEMBLY: 

4. The sashing is created using strip piecing techniques. To begin, sew (1) Fabric A 1 ½’’ x WOF strip onto either 
side of (1) Fabric B 1 ½’’ x WOF strip. Press toward Fabric B as shown. 

5. Repeat to create (9) strip sets, each using (2) Fabric A 1 ½” x WOF strips and (1) Fabric B 1 ½’’ x WOF strip. 

6. From the strip sets, subcut (98) 3 ½” x 3 ½” units. Set aside. 

Fabric A

Fabric A

Fabric B

3 1/2”

3 1/2”

Subcut (98) units
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7. Create (5) strip sets in which (1) Fabric B 1 ½” x WOF strip is sewn onto either side of (1) Fabric A 1 ½” x 
WOF strip. Press toward Fabric B as shown. 

8. From the strip sets, subcut (49) 3 ½” x 3 ½” units. Set aside. 

Fabric B

Fabric B

Fabric A

3 1/2”

3 1/2”

Subcut (49) units

9. Sew (2) units from Steps 4-6 and (1) unit from Steps 7-8 together as shown to create a sashing strip. 
Fabrics A and B should alternate throughout the sashing strip. Arrows indicate pressing instructions (Pressing 
instructions allow for seams to nestle properly during quilt assembly.). 

10. Repeat to create (49) sashing strips measuring 3 ½” x 9 ½’’ unfinished. 

3 1/2”

9 1/2”

QUILT ASSEMBLY: 

11. Arrange 9-Patch Blocks in a 5 x 6 grid as shown, placing (1) sashing strip vertically in between each block. 
Create horizontal sashing rows using (5) sashing strips and (4) Fabric I 3 ½” squares as cornerstones. 

12. Sew the block rows together, using pins to help align and nestle seams. Press toward the pieced sashing 
strips. 

13. Sew the horizontal sashing rows together. Press toward the pieced sashing strips. 

14. Sew the block and sashing rows together to complete the quilt top. The quilt top should measure 57 ½” x 
69 ½” unfinished. 

Create (49) sashing strips
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Finishing the Quilt: 

15. Sandwich quilt with batting and backing. Baste quilt using your preferred method. Quilt as desired. 

16. Create binding using (7) Fabric J 2 ¼” strips. Sew strips end to end lengthwise using a diagonal seam. Trim 
seams to ¼” and press open. 

17. Press the long strip in half widthwise with wrong sides together to create a long thin strip. 

18. Attach binding to quilt using your preferred method. 


